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THIS COMING WEEKEND: Week 36 
Club Cellphone 021 745 433 www.ascgliding.org 
 
 

Saturday.  Instructing: Lionel Page   Bank Acct 38-9014-0625483-000 

Towing: Peter Thorpe 

Duty Pilot: Richard Pitt 
 

Sunday.  Instructing: Rex Carswell 

Towing: Derry Belcher 

Duty Pilot: Jonathon Pote 
 

Members News 
 

REPORTS ON LAST WEEKENDS FLYING: 
 

SATURDAY  31 Aug 2013 Instructor Ray Burns hits the keyboard: 

 

A lovely, cool, crisp day to end winter.  Light south easterly sent us down to 08 with the usual culprits 

arriving early and staying late.  First flight of the day was with William Harmon at 1130.  Lionel took the 

sky with MP for an hour and a bit during which time Rudolf and I tried some interesting flying with in 
the same thermal as Lionel.  Gaggle flying is a little daunting (and so it should be!) and lookout is 

paramount.  If you don’t feel your head is about to unscrew from your body after a bit of time with 
another glider in the same thermal, you might want to consider whether your lookout is up to scratch.  I 

know Rudolf certainly takes it very seriously. 

 
There was certainly good lift about and a relatively short list which enabled Karl and I to manage a 

little over an hour followed by Jonathan and then a trial fight. 
 

Bryan (the trial flighter) was a boat builder so had no problems with 
thermalling and it wasn’t long before we were at 3500’ and enjoying the 

most spectacular view of Auckland and the Coromandel that our sport 
has to offer.   

 

 Steve gave KP a run for just over two hours but longest flight honours 

went to Tony Prentice in VF with 2 hours 31 mins. 
 

 A cool-ish beer ended the day at 1630. 
 

 
Towie Craig Rook adds his report: 

 
Not much to add as Ray covered it all, but a bad day for towing in general as there was too much lift 

and not enough people about, resulting in only 8 tows for the day. Nice relaxing day in the sun though. 
 
 
 

There REALLY is a boggy 

patch at the end of Grass 08! 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SUNDAY 1st September  Instructor Ivor Woodfield writes a detailed report! 
 
 
 

The first day of Spring dawned sunny, and it looked like it could be a good day for gliding. Being the 

first Sunday of the month meant Youth Glide, which in turn meant an early start. 

 
I got to base ops to learn that we had a military departure shortly after 0900, another one at 1500 and 

finally an arrival at 1700, during which times the tower would be on-watch. All good. 
 

As I was not sure of the state of the fridge following the lightning strike, I stopped off in the village 
to get some lunch. By the time I got to the gate at shortly after 0900, Jonathan and Dave F were 

already waiting, and I knew Ray was close behind me. So we got opened up and things quickly started to 
get pulled out and prepared. Rex arrived, along with a couple of keen pilots, and following a quick call to 

the tower we all headed out to set up on 08. 
 

The sky did not look as good as it had on Saturday. However it seems that had not put people off, and 
we quickly had a long queue of people wanting to fly. Only one from the Youth Glide group on the list at 

this stage, and we got away shortly after 1030 for a 20 min flight with some good skills being 
demonstrated. 

 
From then on the twin was pretty much continuously in use, clocking up a total of 10 flights, with lots of 

learning going on, although sadly not a great deal of good lift being found. In between the twin launches 
a total of 13 single flights got airborne. A couple of people managed over 50 minutes as the sky cycled 

through various stages of good and not so good. Ray managed to grab the best of the lift around 1400 

with a flight of 65 minutes. 
 

The final flight of the day ended in a hangar landing demo in MW with Karl Bridges, demonstrating 
ground effect as we managed to skim down almost the entire length of 08 with an amazing crimson 

sunset behind us. 
 

All in all some excellent flying was had, and a total of 23 flights for the day. By the time everything was 
packed away the sun had already set and it seemed no one was in the mood for beer and chat, so we all 

headed off into the darkness.  
Thanks to Kris and Neville for working the books so effectively during the day and keeping everything 

moving smoothly. 
 
 

Towie Rex Carswell uses sneaky invisible ink: 

 
(A picture is worth a thousand words apparently…) 
 

Photos courtesy of Karl Bridges 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

GENERAL NEWS: 
 
As many of you know, our CFI Peter Thorpe is involved in singing with the City of Sails Barbershop 

Chorus, who are running a show on Saturday 14 September at 7:30pm, sharing the programme with 

another chorus called Polytonix who are all young guys, mostly Polynesian, and boy can they sing! 

It is being held at the East City Wesleyan Church, 219 Burswood Drive, Burswood (Pakuranga) and there 
will be door sales so just rock up on the night if you fancy listening to some quality a cappella singing. 

 
(a cap·pel·la. adverb or adjective \ˌä-kə-ˈpe-lə\. Definition of A CAPPELLA. : without instrumental 
accompaniment.) 

 

Threat and Error Management Seminar – If you fly, you need to be there!  Tuesday, 10th 
September 18:45pm.  All welcome. (Same venue as night classes and gate has a membership list but 
bring photo ID.) 

If you need to know more contact Jonathan Pote. 
 
 

News Flash:  As of Monday 2
nd

 September…Ta Da -   We have a replacement fridge in the hangar thanks to 
Neville and Maureen Swan’s keen eye on TradeMe, so it will be re-stocked and in action for the coming 
weekend. 

Neville Swan has been busy over winter modifying his Silent glider into a Not-so-Silent 
motorglider.  Here is a wee insight: 

As many members will be aware, my Alisport 'Silent' motorglider 
is currently having a major 'makeover' which, to date, has 

absorbed some 125 hrs of 'blood, sweat and tears', well certainly 
a lot of sweat, but only a little blood and no tears (yet).   The 

original four cylinder engine on the pylon has been removed and 
replaced with a retractable single-cylinder unit, sporting a 

rather unusual monoblade prop. The 'flat-wrap' polycarbonate 
canopy (which never looked quite right) has been replaced by a 

blown one which should improve the looks no end and the rather 
ineffective winglets (designed and fitted by the previous owner) 

are now the official professionally designed and built ones.   

 

Original version – Pod engine and 

flat wrap canopy 

Lionel Page giving GMP a bit of spit and polish 
(Not too keen on ‘spit’…. Temp Ed) 

Tony Prentice achieved 10 hours solo - and stayed 

up for 2.5 hrs in GVF – Well done Tony! 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

When the metamorphosis is complete the Silent should look and perform considerably better.  Time will 

tell. 
 
(Neville is doing a nice job on his glider and I’m sure it will meet all his expectations – db) 

 

 
 

CHRISTMAS CAMP – Have you notified Ray yet?? 

 
The Matamata Soaring Centre is proposing a big multi-club camp at Matamata over the post Christmas 

period, 26 December to Friday 10 January. This period also coincides with the Multi-class Nationals so 
offers exposure to competition flying as well as the chance to fly in someone else’s playground. The club 

intends to go for a fair bit of this period as seeks expressions of interest on who will attend some or 
all. For those who have not been before, Matamata Airfield has a largish camping ground together with 

a number of cabins and good communal facilities.  
Please email Ray Burns with your indication of attendance. 

 
Ray Burns instructed the QGP group in the theory and practice of radio usage on 
Tuesday 3rd Sept, immediately followed by the exam.   Sadly, for unavoidable reasons this excellent 
presentation was not recorded. 

 

FOR SALE: 
 

One slightly munted fridge.  Great conversation piece! Many uses – but can’t think of any at the 

moment…. Guaranteed to keep food and beverages cool (when used in the deep south in winter).  
Offers? ☺ 

 
 

COURSE DVD’s:  Still some left so be quick!  
A ‘must have’ for those that need to re-sit 

exams. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fuselage cut-out 

made – Temp frame 

Engine pylon fitted 

Tinted and correct profile 

canopy fitted 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Gary Patten gives an insight into fitting a relief tube to GMP. 

 

IN FLIGHT RELIEF – 2P OR NOT 2P, THAT IS THE QUESTION. 
 

  
 

Many of you may have seen that our PW5 GVF has a relief tube and bulb fitted, which works very well 
but the bulb must be pulled out during your pre-flight if you are contemplating using it.  
 
With such a good summer and many longer flights, it was decided that it would be great to a relief tube 
fitted to the Grob Single Astir GMP, so research was done by Derry to find the best idea and solution to 
exit the tube, then it was discussed and after actually looking at the glider with the seat removed it was 
decided where it was to go and how to achieve it so there was no chance of interference with the 
controls, and that it was fitted to aircraft standards.  I then went off and sourced a bulb from a sex shop, 
which was more embarrassing than actually using it in the glider!  

 
There are many ways to catch your urine; catheters, nappies, gel bags, bulbs, etc. Then it needs to be 
released to the outside of the glider or be bagged.  Being a club ship, we chose to plumb it outside.  
Many gliders have had tubes fitted into the wheel wells, some requiring gear to also be put down first to 
open the gear doors and also to make sure the tube extends down and away from the glider.  As urine 
can cause corrosion to steel and aluminium components, it 
makes a lot of sense to keep the outlet tube away from the 
undercarriage parts and extended far enough into the 
airstream away from the fuselage for the flow to clear the tail-
wheel and axle, and the lower rudder hinge, which is what the 
research saved us finding out by trial and error.  
 
Being kiwi, Derry chose the simplest option to achieve the 
above requirements.  Basically a tube goes through the seat 
and fuselage of GMP (see pictures) with a smaller diameter 
tube that neatly goes through that, with a suitable bulb or 
receptacle at the top.  When the need arises, the tube with 
receptacle is feed down about 75 to 100 mm and the airflow bends the extended tube backwards slightly 
to create a slight suction to aid the total elimination of fluid from the tube. This is essential in sub-zero 
temperatures, in winter, or on wave flights where any residual liquid will 
freeze and block the tube.  After using it in flight, it should be possible to 
use a squeeze drink bottle of water, aimed from a slight distance so it does 
not touch the receptacle, to flush the tube out before withdrawing the tube 
again. 
At the moment, I have my own tube and bulb but can make up personal 
ones for people, or can make one for general club use as it is easily 
removed for washing out after use and can be kept in a zip-loc bag.  

 
Before using one of these devices it is important to get a full briefing by an 
instructor or pilot that is fully conversant with it and they will also run you 
through the hygiene and cleanliness side of it as the apparatus must be 
fully washed and the club glider belly also washed after use. 

  
Many long flights to all! 
 

 

 

Talking of long flights, Steve Foreman sent these two Google Earth traces of his flights during 
the weekend: I think he just gets lost and goes here and there till he finds the airfield again. 
 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Gary Patten’s Ka8 Progress: 

 

Not much progress to report, but here’s a photo from the wing inspections showing a section of skin 
removed for replacement. We are also looking for bad glue joints, broken or split timber, the state of 

existing repairs, and things that rattle inside the wings. 
I’d like to know what refreshment Gary was drinking when he took the photo! 


